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Amos 

There is almost unanimous agreement that the book of Amos is the earliest of the prophetic 

books in our Bible.  It marks the beginning of a unique tradition in the history of the Israelites – 

prophecies of the approaching end of the existence of the people of God based on the judgment 

of God.  Why the judgment?  The people failed to live according to the standards established by 

God that were meant to offer them a full life.  All the later works take up and reassert the 

message first announced in Amos.  Since nothing like it preceded Amos it has become one of the 

most important turning points in the history of Israel.  We should note the power of the language 

used and the passion for the oppressed.   

 

Both Jewish and Christian interpreters find little comfort and hope in Amos.  The central 

message of the book is found in Amos 8:2 – The end has come upon my people Israel.  My hope 

in our lesson today is to show that Amos is not just an essay on social ethics and not just a 

reflection on the development of the religion of Israel.  The announcements of Amos of the 

impending exile of Israel (interpreted by him as the death of the people of God) are some of the 

most profound insights into the true nature of the human dilemma and God’s surprising (even 

shocking) ways of dealing with it.  Amos speaks of death but does not yet know about 

resurrection.   

 

Distinctive Themes in Amos  

God – the destructive activity of God is emphasized in Amos.  War is a dominate theme and God 

is directly involved (and is seen as the main participant).  This is not a completely new picture of 

God.  However Amos is the only book in the Bible in which this aspect of God is so dominant 

without the emphasis on faithfulness and mercy that almost always accompanies references to 

judgment elsewhere.  But the book of Amos is not to be taken as the last word about the nature 

of God.  Rather it is an overstatement of the judgmental aspect of God.  That message was so 

new (and its implications so terrible) that it had to be stated in the most extreme form possible.   

 

In Amos God is not depicted as an arbitrary or vengeful God.  His divine role as judge is 

justified.  God upholds justice and he is the executioner for those people who refused to obey 

divine standards of justice.   

 

Israel – The new part of Amos’ message concerning Israel is the threat of exile.  Israel had been 

threatened before with defeat in war as a result of offending God, but there is no clear evidence 

that anyone prior to Amos spoke explicitly of the possibility that the Israelites might lose the 

Promised Land.  Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28-29 are dated later than Amos.  The idea is so 

new that no theology of exile appears as yet.  Deportation is simply announced.  Later, Hosea 

attempted to connect the exile to the sacred traditions of Israel, making it a temporary return to 

the wilderness or a reversal of the Exodus.   



Once the exile happened, prophets found a way to speak of it as an act of God for the redemption 

of the people of God, but the materials preserved in Amos are too early to reflect those insights. 

 

Amos announces the threat of exile and explains it even though its ultimate purpose remains 

hidden.  Explaining it at least means God continues the effort to remain in conversation with the 

people.  The failure to hear, understand, and obey dominates Chapters 3-4 and their refusal to 

behave as the people of God is documented in Chapters 5-6 and 8.  Their special status with God 

meant God expected more of them than of the other nations.   

 

Nations – Amos differs from the other prophetic books in that God deals with all the nations 

surrounding Israel with the exception of Egypt.  Amos makes no effort to explain why the 

nations are responsible to the God of Israel for their actions.  Amos starts with the premise that 

God has the power to judge all who violate basic principles of justice.   

 

Nature – In Amos God threatens to turn nature against the people (making it an agent of divine 

judgment).  Nature belongs to God who has the power to use it according to his will.  It also 

includes the possibility that God may choose to make nature one of the primary agents of 

blessing.  However that blessing cannot be expected until after the judgment.   

 

Future – Only twice in Amos is there an appeal accompanied by a promise (5:6 and 5:14-15).  

At best Amos does no more than hope that a few who are truly faithful may survive the coming 

disaster.  There is no hope stated for the nation of Israel.   

 

The overall new message of Amos is that exile from the Promised Land is imminent.  That 

means that a radically new stage in the saving work of God is about to begin.  It looks like the 

end but eventually Ezekiel will add the hope of resurrection.  We must place Amos within the 

larger prophetic tradition.  Amos must be read as part of the whole story of exile and restoration. 

 

How Amos could have delivered so terrible a message and maintained his faith we do not know.  

But we do know that Israel found this book (with its words of judgment throughout) to be the 

Word of God to them and Israel maintained its faith.  We are challenged to take the terror that 

rings through these initial words as part of the reality of the way God and his people related.   

 

We should not make direct applications of the prophetic message to predict our future but we can 

(and should) use it to diagnose the health of our society.  There is ample evidence from history of 

the truth of the insistence of the Old Testament that the health of any society can be measured by 

looking at how the weak and the poor fared within it.  History also verifies that an unhealthy 

society will not long endure.   

 

 



Micah  

In Micah the plight of ordinary citizens was of great concern to him.  He felt compassion for the 

poor and held the leaders responsible for their suffering.  We learn something about the social 

and economic situation at the time from his condemnation of the rulers, merchants, and false 

prophets.  Similar words from his contemporary, Isaiah, add to our picture of a society in which 

the rich and powerful used their influence to exploit the vulnerable and to create even greater 

inequalities of wealth and influence.   

 

The economic situation of the poor was further aggravated by programs of armament and 

fortification in efforts to hold off the threat from foreign empires.  The tribute demanded by 

Assyria from its vassal states also added to the problem.  The wealth needed to buy off  Assyria 

had to come from someone, and the poor paid more than their share.  Further, Jerusalem grew in 

population at about this time which resulted in a large influx of refugees after the fall of Samaria.   

 

Micah provides insights into the nature of God and to the way humans relate to God and to each 

other.  Despite its brevity, Micah presents a complex variety of ways in which God relates to 

humanity.  God is angry and destructive but the same God overflows with compassion and pity 

and offers comforting promises that abandonment will never be permanent.  God is both judge 

and savior, acts in the world and yet remains hidden, has a special covenant with the people of 

Israel and cares for the whole world.   

 

Prophetic books like Micah do not permit us to sidestep the anger of God.  Micah clearly states 

that the calamities the people will endure are the consequence of human behavior.  All will suffer 

although their leaders are most culpable.  The doctrine of retribution retains its hold in the lives 

of many faithful people today so I will address it next.  The book of Micah gives an occasion to 

think about it and to see what is valid and what needs critique and what should be applied 

personally (and as a faith community) and what should be rejected as not fitting for Christians on 

the other side of the resurrection.   

 

Divine Retribution  

Retribution theology is basically the idea that you get what you deserve.  God sees to it that the 

good people get good things in life, and the bad people get bad things.  God punishes people in 

this world in direct response to their actions.  Retribution theology is an overly simplistic 

interpretation of life events that makes assumptions about the intentions of God.  

 

Scripture certainly teaches the concept of sowing and reaping (Galatians 6:7). God will take 

vengeance on evildoers some day (Micah 5:15) and God promises a final judgment (Isaiah 1:24).  

So there will be retribution.  But the final judgment is about the future.  Retribution theology is 

concerned with rewards and punishments here and now. 

 

Retribution theology is countered in Scripture.  That fact is that not all good people are rewarded 

with good things in this life.  Look at Job and Paul.  And not all wicked people receive 

punishment immediately.  For that we can turn to the laments in the Psalms when good people 

seem surrounded by evil and evil seems to prevail.  King Ahab was one of the most wicked kings 

ever to defame a throne and yet he reigned twenty-two years in Samaria.  It was twenty-two 

years of luxury for the king while the righteous in Israel were persecuted.   



Some people look to the blessings and curses attached to the Mosaic Law for proof of this kind 

of theology.  It is true that the understanding of Israel at the time was that God promised 

retribution on the disobedient.  But how the Israelites understood their relationship with God 

cannot be the basis for our theology which is centered on the grace of God.  God will ultimately 

judge the world in righteousness and perfect justice.  Until that day we are not to assume that the 

blessings of God or his judgments are based on external circumstances.  We are to trust the judge 

of all the earth and live our lives faithfully.   

 

Habakkuk  

The central concern for Habakkuk was also for justice.  It places him solidly in the tradition of 

the other prophets in Israel.  Like his predecessor Isaiah and his contemporary Jeremiah, 

Habakkuk calls attention to (and criticizes the miscarriage of justice) in the political, judicial, and 

economic institutions of Judah and of its capital, Jerusalem.  Also in the tradition of the other 

prophets, he predicts the demise of this unjust society.  In the coming events God will punish its 

unjust leaders and reestablish equity and proper order.   

 

Unlike other prophets in the canon, Habakkuk gives prominent attention to a persistent and 

troubling problem that challenges his confidence in the justice of God.  It is the perseverance of 

injustice even when events understood by Habakkuk to be instruments of divine justice take 

place.  No matter what good is used to overcome evil injustice still seems to be present.  Plus 

real-world politics appeared to be continually at odds with the prophetic passion for justice and 

faith in the rule of God.  Habakkuk had to maintain a belief in the rule of God in spite of an 

unjust world.  It becomes the central issue around which the book of Habakkuk as a whole takes 

shape. 

 

The challenge of believing in the ultimate power of justice in a world that appears to be over-

whelmingly unjust is one of the most difficult struggles we must face.  Job (to whom Habakkuk 

is often compared) faces this issue more directly than any other biblical figure.  The book of Job 

explores the religious crisis of a good and honest man who experiences a series of unprovoked 

catastrophes that force him to challenge the views of Israel (as just noted).  No prophet (not Job, 

not the psalmists, not Jeremiah) confronts the issue of a just God and an unjust world in the 

direct and forceful way that Habakkuk does.   

 

In the eyes of Habakkuk the divine judge appears to be either uninterested or unable to do justice 

in the world.  If God is really God (in control of the world) God cannot be good or just and also 

allow injustice and suffering to exist and to endure.  If God is really good and just, God cannot 

be in control of such a corrupt world.   

 

 



Malachi  

Malachi is the final book in the collection of the Twelve Prophets.  In it we find words from God 

that speak of both judgment and salvation (directed to Israel as a whole or to the priests 

specifically).  But we also hear the voices of the people and the priests in response.  One of the 

distinctive features of the book is the way that priests and people articulate their questions and 

state their complaints in a way that sets up the dynamic of an ongoing dialogue.   

 

What is interesting about Malachi is that every threat, every announcement of judgment is 

framed by the words – I have loved you.  In the closing verses the prophet Elijah is sent.  It is an 

action which was meant to embody the love of God for his people.  The return of Elijah will turn 

the hearts of parents to their children and the hearts of children to their parents.  It is symbolic 

of the intergenerational reconciliation of the restoration God will accomplish in order to dwell 

among the people.   

 

Additional images include:  

priests who would offer fitting sacrifices and faithful instruction 

widows, orphans, and strangers who would no longer be oppressed 

workers who would receive a non-oppressive wage 

adultery and falsehood would not occur 

the fear of God would abound 

 

The current situation in Malachi among the leaders and the people reverses each of these 

depictions.  Malachi makes it clear they are not currently a refined and purified people.  They 

shortchange their sacrificial obligations and they oppress the vulnerable.  They have no virtue 

that could endure the judgment of God.   

 

We go back to the words – I have loved you.  If God had not continually acted out of his love for 

the people, Israel would have perished long ago.  Their resistance was as longstanding as the 

persistence of God.  Without the love of God there is no future and there is no new growth.  The 

statement is an assertion of the God-created and God-given relationship that God has with his 

people.   

 

The book of Malachi is distinct in the frequency of questions.  The people ask: 

How have you loved us?     1:2 

How have we despised your name?   1:6 

Why does God not acknowledge our offerings?  2:14 

How have we wearied God?    2:17 

Where is the God of justice?    2:17 

How shall we return?     3:7 

How are we robbing God?    3:8 

How have we spoken against God?   3:13 

What do we profit by keeping his command?  3:14 

 

 

 



Rather than move to repentance the questions suggest efforts to dispute the charge, deflect 

responsibility, or claim that God is not doing his part.  They resist being the people of God.  

Limited and perfunctory obedience is the most they offer.  They slide from superficial devotion 

to God via defective sacrificial animals to civic injustice to abandoning first wives in order to 

marry foreigners and finally to worshipping foreign gods. False worship and injustice are 

intertwined. 

 

When challenged the opponents of the word of the Lord shift from indifference to defensiveness 

and finally to blaming God.  God does not (to their way of thinking) bring them any advantages.  

The look at the prosperity of those who are more evil than they and decide God is doing nothing 

to inhibit those evildoers.   

 

In the rhetorical structure of a call for repentance the future is contingent on the response of the 

addressees.  Given past history a good question is why would Malachi have any reason to hope 

that a call for repentance would be any more successful than in the past?  In this case we hear 

that God will need to produce an enduring people.   

 

And that is what is behind the announcement: God is sending a messenger to prepare a durable 

people.  The refining and purifying is an act of judgment but it is also an act of preparation.  God 

is sending Elijah to produce a reconciled community.  Through the messenger (Elijah) God will 

produce a people that will survive the great and terrible day of the Lord.  These refined people 

will not be subject to a curse.   

 

It is interesting that in Malachi the gospel is not a contingent offer (if you obey you will prosper).  

The core assertion is that the refined and purified people God will be able to dance on the final 

day of the Lord.  Romans 9 gives us the New Testament equivalent. 
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